organisation development

about seed
SEED is an award-winning public benefit organisation focused
on developing youth, empowering them to transform under
resourced neighbourhoods to food security, climate adaption,
social cohesion and prosperity.
Our core programmes provide environmental
education and green economy skills
development, promoting sustainable livelihoods
through entrepreneurship and eco-enterprise
creation.
Our work places youth at the centre of
environmental sustainability and a green
economy. We believe that by connecting
youth to the environment and equipping
them with the know-how to harness the
plethora of opportunities present in the
Green Economy, our communities, cities and
country will deeply benefit.
Since SEED was founded in 2002, we’ve
reached more than 34,000 school goers,
pioneered the Outdoor Classroom as an
effective tool for developing environmental
literacy alongside core curriculum subjects
of maths and science, trained over 1,000
teachers, written 5 curriculum compliant
textbooks and disseminated over 5,000
copies to teachers trained and equipped
to use them. Our accredited Green
Economy skills training programme has

graduated 98 unemployed township youth
with a 70% absorption rate into “green”
jobs. Out of this programme, we have
incubated three eco-enterprises and
seeded another five resilience training
and implementing agencies run by youth.
We’ve also established the Food Freedom
Homes Movement, a crucial intervention
that addresses food security, health and
wellbeing, vulnerability management and
sustainable livelihoods and that currently
reaches 238 homes in Mitchell’s Plain.
We take pride in working with urban
township youth who have typically
been excluded from accessing further
education or employment due to lowlevels of education. Unlike many other
skills development programs that require
Matric, our Youth & Green Economy
Programme looks at core competencies
over qualifications, drawing strength from
the diversity of participants and connecting
participating youth to work in a
growing field while growing their personal
resilience capacity.

Visioning
Having expanded our vision beyond its original
boundaries in schools, and recognising that the
communities outside need our support, we have
spent dedicated time in the past year thinking
strategically about our work, its purpose, potential
and the greater future impact it might have.
Alongside this, we have utilised aptitude tests to
highlight the distinctive capacities in the people
behind seed and how we can best draw out each
team member’s strengths and brilliance to make
the work we do more effective.

assessor training
We have been building our capacity to deliver our
Youth Program to more unemployed township
youth and growing work for the Alumni in the
process. Three of our staff are now qualified
Assessors. The latest graduate is Saudiq
Jamodien who has the makings of a great
Assessor for the Youth Green Economy Program.

new board of trustees
As SEED has grown and developed, so too has
our Board of Trustees. Our new Board features
two community positions that rotate on a yearly
basis. These members are elected by a committee
from The Food Freedom Movement and the Youth
Green Economy Programme. This ensures our
Board is representative of the community, and
connected with the real needs on the ground.

financial management
As part of negotiating our independent adulthood
no longer under the auspices of, though remaining
always connected in purpose and mission to,
the structures of Abalimi Bezekhaya, we have
appointed Marycke Roche Accounting as our
own dedicated financial administration and
audit partner. This all-women team has been an
incredible resource to SEED, streamlining our
financial operations and ensuring our books are in
compliance with international standards.
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business training
Our Green Umbrellas Incubator leader, Bridget
Impey, has been reinforcing and extending her
experience in enterprise with a 6-month Social
Enterprise Development course through the
Social Enterprise Academy. This offers SEED an
opportunity to consolidate experience and theory,
and produce a strong plan for the organisation
going forward. It also opens up connections to
specialists in the field, as well as networking
opportunities.

Leadership Training
SEED Director, Leigh Brown participated in
the Deutsche Bank’s Financial Sustainability
Program, as well as Cambridge’s Sustainability
Leadership Program, receiving invaluable
mentoring and support. Both programmes have
helped hone Leigh’s strengths as Visionary
Director of SEED, and as a result we seek to
grow operations so that a manager can be
employed.

seed impact trust
SEED and the Impact Trust have partnered to
set up a Trust in the UK, enabling us to raise
capital in Europe. This opens up a wide range of
donor opportunities. We have already enjoyed a
successful crowdfunding dragons den through
The Funding Network and have secured £7,000
towards the Youth Green Economy Programme.

BBBEE compliance
We are now able to offer Skills and Economic
Development points to our donors. Furthermore,
as an Accredited Training Programme, SEED’s
APT Youth Training can fulfil BBBEE obligations
that are hard to find for youth development and we
are actively pursuing partnerships to this end.
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We now offer:

garden, fruit trees and nursery, to the curriculum. It has
made a great impact at the school, providing us with shade,
food and a beautiful school. SEED has influenced our learners by involving them in garden activities that develop their
creativity. Learners now look after the garden under the
supervision of the NS staff. The teachers now recycle and
collect containers. The community is now inspired to start
farming. Thank you to SEED for giving our learners new
skills, creativity and knowledge.
Angie Maunatlala, Principal, Johannesburg

LEArning AdvEnturES in thE OutdOOr CLASSrOOm – Environmental Education in the CAPS curriculum for Grade 4-6

The SEED programme has linked the vegetable and herb

• Trainings for teachers and caretakers

in the Outdoor Classroom

• Textbooks for primary schools that bring the CAPs
curriculum alive in the Outdoor Classroom

snapshot
We have distilled our learnings over the last 14
years into a programme that can be taught at
a wide variety of schools, growing ecological
literacy, earth stewardship and connecting
children to the miracles of organic gardening.
We believe the environmental literacy that our
programme teaches will play a vital role in
growing the Green Economy in the future.

A guide for teachers
Environmental education in the CAPS curriculum for Grade 4-6
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The Rocklands Holiday Programme

schools programme
Over the last 14 years, we have dedicated our time to
pioneering environmental education in under-resourced
schools across South Africa. We've seen time and time again
the power of outdoor learning in connecting children to their
ecosystem and bringing about community transformation.
Looking ahead, we want to share the knowledge we have
honed and are working to condense all of our learnings into
one key programme. This will include all trainings, textbooks
and learning materials.
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"There is only one way to remove negative and destructive aspects of the lives of the young.
All educators are obliged to show children so much beauty and truth that there is no longer
room in a child's soul for hideousness and falsehood, provide the children with intellectual
nourishment, lead them to new knowledge with enormous amounts of imagination and thought to
stimulate the child and to gain new perceptions. All those things can only be achieved by artists
and educators." The Theresienstadt Ghetto
Our Holiday Programme provides children with a
fun and safe space to learn about the environment
during the school holidays. The programme was
started out of direct requests from parents in
Mitchells Plain who worry about the safety of their
children during school holidays. Children often spend
their 6-week holiday locked in their houses watching
television as the streets are too dangerous to play in.
We now have a regular group of around 40 children
who attend the Holiday Programme, and have
received support from the Constantia Garden
Club. The programme focusses on Environmental
Education and the miracle of organic gardening,
incorporating environmental arts and crafts, stories,
sport and yoga. Children are also fed a healthy lunch
every day throughout.
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Our mission at Rocklands is to transform this underresourced neighbourhood in Mitchell’s Plain towards
resilience, cohesion and abundance, creating a
demonstration model that is replicable and scaleable
across the country using the design principles and
ethics of permaculture.
To achieve this transformation, we have developed and
run a comprehensive set of educational programmes
for school learners and unemployed youth, and started
a movement of home gardeners in the surrounding
community. The Rocklands project particularly
focuses on food security, community enterprise and
job creation, and seeks to build abundance in an area
known for its scarcity in food and resources.

snapshot
Built a resilient RDP house as a
demonstration. This is built to the floor
size and budget of the government houses
and demonstrates what is possible in lowcost housing. The house is built of tyres
and aims to show replicable solutions for
self-resilience.
E stablished Mediterranean orchard
systems, including a five-year-old food
forest.
S et up a nursery that sells organic
seedlings and permaculture plants like
comfrey, tansy, yarrow and vetiver, and
where local community members can
access compost, containers for container
gardens and advice for growing food.

Rocklands Urban
Abundance Centre

B uilt Outdoor Classrooms, where
a variety of workshops and lessons
take place among indigenous trees and
plants that host a variety of medicinal
properties, birds and insects and create
a living classroom for both children and
adults to enjoy and learn from.
S tarted Gourmet Mushroom Community
Enterprise
Established a seed nursery.

Rocklands Urban Abundance Centre is a growing
partnership between SEED, Rocklands Primary School
and the Department of Education.
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Planted an indigenous food garden.
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Green Economy
Youth Programme
Building resilience and creating opportunities for township youth in South Africa

"if countries fail at creating jobs, their societies will fall apart. Countries, and more
specifically cities, will experience suffering, instability, chaos, and eventually revolution"
- Jim Clifton, The Coming Jobs War
The SEED Green Economy Youth Programme is an
accredited six-month skills training course that equips
unemployed township youth with skills to harness
opportunities in the Green Economy.
As an accredited Level 4 training, the programme provides
youth that did not complete Matric with a chance to hone
practical skills and discover their personal competencies,
opening up opportunities for meaningful employment in a
growing sector that benefits the planet. Entrepreneurial
minded students are encouraged to explore ecoenterprise opportunities, with the possibility of their
enterprise being incubated by SEED’s Green Umbrellas
Incubator.
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MEET OUR COMMUNITY TRAINERS

snapshot
Classroom –being built
98 graduates contacted as Alumni
Base
10 graduates mentored and equipped
to teach the programme
2 in-house Assessors trained
Research on growing to full Matric
certificate.

With a vision to expand our Green
Economy Youth Programme to reach
more township youth, we invested
in training ten of our most promising
graduates to teach sections of the Green
Economy Youth Programme. The training
took place between 25 September and
1 October. Not only do our new trainers
expand our capacity and impact, they
provide course participants with positive
role models who teach knowing the
context young people find themselves in.
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The Green Umbrellas Incubator provides dedicated
support to early-phase eco-enterprises, started out of
the Green Economy Youth Programme.

snapshot

"There is no more important group than young people whose social and economic distance
from the mainstream means they cannot participate fully as citizens of their countries
and the world. By ... developing their ability, we can build ... strong leaders grounded
in local realities" - David Harrison, The DG Murray Trust

i.	Recruitment & Selection

Seed bank has saved R85,000 worth
of seed.
Seeding of a further four youth-led
training and implementation units.

ii. Pre Incubation (3 months)

Vegetable enterprise sold R560 000
worth of vegetables this year.

A specialist incubator for the Urban Township Green Economy

This year, we worked to formalise the Green
Umbrellas Incubation process. Incubation now
follows four stages of development:

SEED invites youth participating in the Green
Economy Program to apply for enterprise incubation.
This early “launchpad” stage is designed to build
awareness of the opportunities for youth, have them
understand the demands of developing and running
a business and determine whether this is, indeed,
a path they seek to follow. SEED then conducts
feasibility screenings and determines fit as well as
aptitude of the eco-preneur.

Pilot of the first two youth-led
enterprises.

Green Umbrellas
Incubator

Green Umbrellas Incubation Process

F ormalisation of Green Umbrellas
incubation process.
Revival of Gourmet Mushroom
Project pilot of SEED enterprise
model.

In the pre-incubation phase, we determine the
viability of the business idea, assess the market
opportunity, and help the entrepreneur develop
a clear business plan and financial model.
Proposals are then submitted to a selection panel
and the best business cases make it through to
Ignition.

iii.	Ignition & Integration (3 months))
In this phase, the business is established and
positioned for growth. Eco-preneurs develop
technical and business competency, as well
as procurement, finance and market readiness
support. Ultimately, this phase delivers an
operational plan that takes the potential of the
business and makes it a reality.
At this stage, SEED identifies investors who will
commit convertible grant or angel finance to help
the businesses grow.

iv.	Growth & Graduation (3-5 years)
Once the business is operational, Green
Umbrellas then focusses its efforts on providing
business advisory support, connecting
entrepreneurs to various networks, and
developing capacity through tailored skills training
and financial management.
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In 2013, we launched the Food Freedom Homes Movement, a project dedicated to equipping
community members to grow their own food and live sustainably. Since then, we’ve reached over 238
homes in communities across Mitchell’s Plain, with plans to reach hundreds more in the future.

snapshot
Baseline survey of all 238 Home Gardens.
O ngoing resource and education support
for 238 Homes.
12 Introduction to Food Gardening
workshops for 84 new participants.
1 0 Extension workshop for 24 existing
Home Gardeners.

C limate Manifesto developed through
workshops to articulate position of
Food Freedom Movement on Climate
strategies.
1 2 Climate Resilience workshops for 48
existing home gardeners.
1 0 Mitchells Plain homes retrofitted for
Climate Adaption.

Climate Resilience best practice research.

Climate Resilient Design This is what we are working on:

Food Freedom Homes
Movement

	
  

Growing a resilient home garden network supported
and mentored by community activists to produce
food for eating, sharing and selling, promoting food
security, health and wellbeing.

"Freedom is meaningless if people cannot put food in their stomachs" - Nelson Mandela
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people power
Saudiq Jamodien is the Project Manager the
Food Freedom Project, he is also an Assessor for
the Green Economy Youth Programme. He has a
background in education and finance. He has come
through the Green Economy Youth Programme
and passionate about living sustainably and skills
development.

Leigh Brown works as the Visionary Director for
SEED. Leigh has 17 years of experience in sustainable
farming, education programmes for schools, youth
and community. Practiced in strategic visioning and
implementing of community based programmes
and enterprises. Adept at driving multiple initiatives,
and development campaigns, ensuring financial
sustainability and organisational oversight

Tamzin Ractliffe holds Business Development &
Strategic Partnerships. Tamzin has worked across
the public, private and civil society sector for more
than thirty years, providing advisory services,
workshops and training in tools and methodologies
to deliver higher impact in financial, social and
philanthropic practice. She has received numerous
awards including: GIBS Social Entrepreneur of
the Year award, Ashoka Fellow and the Thomson
Reuters TrustLaw Innovation Award.

Alex Kruger is lead facilitator of the Youth Green
Economy Programme and the Training of Trainers
programme. Alex has 20 years experience in
facilitating Permaculture Design Courses, managing
community projects and has worked extensively in
South Africa for the last 20 years.
Calvin Dias facilitates the Youth Green Economy
Programme and holds the Climate Resilience design
and implementation portfolio, which seeks to grow
regeneration at a city-wide level. Calvin cut his teeth
in the Outdoor Classroom National Programme in
Johannesburg and Limpopo and is experienced in
Personal Development and Transformation.

Gail Bailey administers and facilitates the
Food Freedom Project. Gail comes from retail a
background until her daughter got really sick and she
left work to support. She found her passion through
attending workshops at SEED and signing up as a
Food Freedom member. Gail is passionate about
helping the Mitchells Plain community to become
resilient and peaceful through growing food.
Imraan Samuals works as a Facilitator for the Food
Freedom Project and the Green Economy Youth
Programme and also supports the Climate resilience
design and implementation programme. Imraan has
been mentored through the Youth Green Economy
Programme and is passionate about Sustainable
Living at a household level.

Tania Jacobs is the SeedEO of the Natural Seed
social enterprise. Tania has been mentored through
Green Umbrellas Programme and is currently selling
seeds at markets and organic shops around Cape
Town.

Yoliswa Mahobe runs the tour enterprise at
Rocklands Urban Abundance Centre and also
works as an Assessor for the Green Economy
Youth Programme. She has 9 years of experience
facilitating schools programmes and teaching
adults about sustainable living practices and food
gardening.
Bridget Impey ably leads the Green Umbrellas
Incubator and is passionate about social enterprise.
She studied horticulture and ran her own landscaping
business before working with Abalimi Bezekhaya
for 9 years. She is grew the Harvest of Hope box
scheme and realized her passion for small business
development.

Caron Tomblin is passionate about Food and
Climate Justice and worked with Mitchells Plain
Food Freedom on their Manifesto. Caron brings
such beauty and joy wherever she goes that enables
people to open up and find their voice.
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